SOUTHEAST EUROPEAN STUDIES ONLINE PLATFORM:
INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACHES TO DIGITAL HUMANITIES

NOVEMBER 23
10:15 - 12:00

Benedikt Perak (University of Rijeka): “AI Assistants in Tourism: Enhancing Cultural Enrichment Experiences”

Björn Hansen & Michael Wastl (University Regensburg): “Machine translation: Challenges for linguistics”

DECEMBER 14
10:15 - 12:00

Jiří Kocian (Charles University Prague): “Re-presentation and Digital presence of Holocaust Survivors’ Testimonies”

Alexandru Dincovici (New Europe College Bucharest): “Are sensors dethroning senses? On trust, the body and awareness in the age of algorithmic trackers”

JANUARY 18, 2024
10:15 - 12:00

Sanja Durin (Institute of Ethnology and Folklore Research, Zagreb): “From pasture to wilderness: How Velebit became the ultimate place of solitude and adventure”

Agim Poshka (South East European University, Tetovo): “How to Teach Digital Literacy?”

ZOOM:
(MEETING-ID: 624 1182 5548, KENNCODE: 519637)